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The answers to these questions were transmitted by TEACHERS from the SPHERES of LIGHT. Paranormal voices appearing within the 
protocol were captured on tape and are marked with T.B: (Tonband). Any words that are underlined are authentic with the original 
transmission. This working circle grew out of a meditation group and commenced its psychic activities on October 25th 1995. 

 
 

Time and duration of meeting : 20:30 - 22:00  

 

Theme/features : Terrorist attack on the USA (1) 
 

Questioners : Members of the Psychic Work Circle       

Type of transmission : Verbal inspiration and automatic-writing 

 

SPIRIT TEACHERS : ARON, AELIUS, ALBERT, BALTASAR, BARTHOLOMEUS, 

  EMANUEL, EUPHENIUS, JOACHIM, LUKAS, LEONHARD, 

 MICHAEL, MAGDALENA,  TIMOTHY. 

 

Previous guests : AMENDON, ELIAS, TAI SHIIN, SEATH, SETHAN. 

 

 

Introductory words: 

 
GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are welcoming all present 

from the OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are assembled in my NAME there I will be right in the 

middle of them,” these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so that it 

will serve everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the TRUTH. We ask 

CHRIST to bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that we won't be a plaything in the hands of 

GOD’S antagonist. We know that we have to make the greatest contribution ourselves. – It is our aim to grow through 

spiritual TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the TRUTH to where it can fall on fertile ground. We are asking for 

GUIDANCE so that our MISSION on Earth will be justified. We cannot reach this destination under our own steam, 

without spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are 

hoping for a blessed and enlightening evening. 

 

On September 11, 2001, the world was shown what fanatical people are capable of. Just what harm 

dogmatic religious tenets can do show images of children in Ireland who have to be escorted to 

school under police protection, document mass graves in Bosnia and just recently images of the mass 

grave at the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon. For as long as dogmatic, unproven religious 

tenets divide and separate the world, these types of catastrophes will always take place and in the 

worst case might lead to a new world war. Those that still believe that answers in regards to religious 

questions lie in the Middle Ages and that spiritualism is nonsense and a waste of time are really 

beyond help.  
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Conclusion: The misguiding, dogmatic religious tenets of all the world’s religions constitute the 

primary problem of our world!  

 

What ought to be done in the long term? The priesthood of all religious denominations and the 

earthly sciences should finally and irrevocably answer all question in regards to “where from and 

where to” of our human existence. Mankind desperately needs evidence about what their own 

existence is all about. Man must know who he is! The TRUTHS present in every WORLD 

RELIGION must be extricated and flow together in one uniform WORLD RELIGION. This 

absolute TRUTH can only be conveyed through GOD, respectively, through authorised SPIRIT 

TEACHERS. Once it has been established that reincarnation and karma are an irrefutable reality, 

these terroristic acts of insanity and wars become impossible. Every despot would think twice about 

starting anything like that, because he would be well aware that every personal guilt will have to be 

redeemed after one’s demise in a way that surpasses any earthly imagination by far. 

 

How can one help? Luminous thoughts and prayers possess an enormous power. Pray for the souls 

that had to leave their physical bodies so suddenly during the attacks. Many of them haunt the places 

where they lost their lives, because they cannot make heads or tails of the spiritual world. Pray for 

the families that long for their departed relatives. Pray for WISDOM for the despots of this world. 

 

 

Peace on Earth begins within your own heart!       
 

 
 

 

The meeting began with an opening meditation and a materialisation exercise under the guidance of the SPIRIT TEACHER MAGDALENA. This was 

followed by the inspirational part of the meeting with the MESSENGER of LIGHT EUPHENIUS. 
 

 

Participant : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD dear spirit FRIENDS and welcome to our 

meeting. Even though the shocking events in the USA has deeply affected us, we will 

endeavour to have this meeting here tonight and we hope that you can tell us 

something about these terrible attacks on the United States. 

 

EUPHENIUS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

  This is EUPHENIUS speaking. We also welcome you and we can see that your souls 

are mourning and are deeply affected. You find it inconceivable that so much 

destruction can crop up to such a degree and with such force and that you’re so 

mightily confronted with this negative and forceful POWER these days. We also 

observe with sadness and shock that so much hatred and fear allows a new seed to 

grow on this planet and that the VIBRATIONS amplify in that direction. 

 

  Your soul’s peace has not just been disturbed here amongst you, but a lot of people 

who have managed to bring DIVINITY to bear fruit and to oscillate within also suffer 

and their religious staunchness has begun to waver. We hope that the LIGHT from 
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the spiritual realm’s heavenly host that has assembled around this planet will relight 

the LIGHT in order to confront the negative. 

 

  All this destruction is a mirror image of the powers and dangers that can spring from 

the DARK side. It represents a new kind of proliferation in regards to the destruction 

and annihilation of physical life. This life was brought into being by the CREATOR 

and it was destroyed by those ENERGIES of MIGHT who continue to try to reach 

and to destroy  the divine hearts and the souls of your earthly existence. It comes as a 

great shock to the radiant POWERS who try to once again to establish balance here 

on Earth. 

 

  We support this region of your planet with our divine ENERGIES in order to make it 

consciously clear within their hearts that no counter-hatred ought to arise from this, 

but that the aim is to make you understand and realise that these dark FORCES are 

active and that they do exist here on Earth. 

 

 It is important to influence these dark ENERGIES through your thoughts, your 

FAITH in GOD and through your LIGHT. The mental and spiritual potentials 

within you are the only things that will have an effect here. 

 

These dark FORCES are not to be combated in rehashed wars, with hatred and with 

counterattacks. This would only create even more dark ENERGY and it would only 

mean fresh nourishment to these dark FORCES. You can only conquer these dark 

FORCES with your luminous ENERGIES and with your faith in goodness. They are 

not to be combated with the forces of arms of this Earth! Remember that these 

terrorists are also misguided souls and their source of creation and source of life is the 

same DIVINITY you sprang from.  

 

We will continue with writing, LUKAS is waiting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The automatic writing part of the meeting began under the guidance of the SPIRIT TEACHER LUKAS. 
 

 

LUKAS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD, dear friends, this is LUKAS writing. In spite 

of your somewhat reduced LIGHT EMANATIONS, we will try to accomplish our 

ASSIGNMENT and to spread the TRUTH in a DIVINE SENSE. We were hoping 

that this evening here would eventuate in spite of the catastrophe in the USA. Please 

ask your questions now. 
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Question : What else can you tell us about this catastrophe? - What can we do? 

 

LUKAS : Some people do the only thing that is right in this situation and that is to quietly go 

within either individually or as a group in order to partially compensate for this 

concentration of negativity and this with the help of their own luminous 

VIBRATIONS. This is of vital importance so that the pendulum doesn’t swing in the 

opposite direction and the people’s revenge does not reach even more terrible 

dimensions than the terrorist’s attack already is. Caused by deranged powers, you 

were given a demonstration of what human beings are capable of. The ensuing shock 

and fears could have a healing effect in spite of it all.  

 

 It would be better to heighten the positive, spiritual POTENTIAL here on Earth 

than to plan revenge.  

 

We are aware that you will not see this or could ever see this in the same light, due to 

your restricted outlook. But he who believes that the work the positive spiritual realm 

performs here and anywhere else on Earth is only an unimportant hobby and a waste 

of time is beyond help.  

 

You know that the way back to GOD is very narrow and it is sown with stones and 

gravel that has to be dealt with. There are precipices to the right and to the left of this 

path. On the ones side the precipice of fanaticism many human souls have fallen 

victim to. On the other side the precipice if egotism, just as devastating in its effects. 

Your mind gives you the choice of how you want to proceed. But GUIDANCE, the 

extremely important GUIDANCE along this very dangerous path comes from within 

your feelings. Your feelings present us with the opportunity to reach you. But what is 

left of your feelings?  

 

 Do not waste precious time and ENERGY with thoughts of hatred. This will only 

further strengthen GOD’S antagonist. Turn to your CREATOR and ask HIM to 

help your world. If you will allow this to happen, the spiritual realm will guide 

you. 

 

Question : Were you able to recognise this threat, namely that the negative would amass so 

much power and that this could present itself with such devastating effects? 

 

LUKAS : Well, we already indicated this to you during the Christmas meeting, namely that 

events would take place this year that would test your faith and challenge the very 

limits of your ability to comprehend. Things already began to crystallise then and any 

further encouragement through the power of thought would escalate the situation with 

life threatening consequences. We were hoping right up to the last minute that the 

LIGHT within the terrorist’s hearts would gain the upper hand. But the fanaticism 

within the people that triggered and executed this terrible calamity was more 

powerful and this attack against you and also against the luminous FORCES came to 

pass.     
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Question : Did the SANTINER not have an opportunity to prevent this madness? 

 

LUKAS : Well, opportunities to intervene were naturally available. But the CREATOR 

prohibited any kind of interference in your biosphere, because it would no longer be 

your will that would be done, but the will of the SANTINER.  

 

 We repeat this once again and say to you that every living creature has its free 

will and that this is an absolute divine LAW even if mankind selfdestructs itself in 

the process. Only when GOD’S arrangement, that is to say, only when the 

redeeming planet is endangered through a possible gap within the solar system, 

only then will an intervention on behalf a higher AUTHORITY take place. 

 

As mentioned, even if there were no people and no plants left on this planet, the 

present process of life and redemption would be re-initiated and new bodies, ready to 

accept new souls, would be materialised. Because the soul is indestructible - and time 

does not exist.  

 

Question : Why does fanaticism has such close ties with divine and religious doctrines? I think 

of the 30 Year War, the never ending feud in Northern Ireland and all the fighting and 

killing taking place all over the world. Why is religion utilised in such a perverse 

way?  

 

LUKAS : Not in regards to divine doctrines. That’s a aberration. This is in connection with your 

faith, that’s right, because you only believe, but you should know! 

 

 For as long as your daily existence within all the countries on Earth is only 

guided by dogmas, peace will never reign. 

 

It is about time that your Churches and other religious leaders, in combination with 

the sciences, finally verify and explain to the population any anxious questions in 

regards to death and the meaning of life and this irrefutably. But the dogmatic tenets 

lack a healthy foundation. Your pyramid of faith stands on its head! If a healthy basis 

were available, a scientifically proven religious foundation based on knowledge, 

attacks like that would be impossible, because the assassins would be absolutely 

aware of the fact that they will have to give account for their actions after their 

demise, something that is far worse than any earthly court would ever be able to mete 

out.  

 
(T. B: They would refrain from doing this.) 

 

Your worst penal institution could be called humane in comparison to the treatment 

that awaits these souls in the dark spheres of the spiritual realm. If these were known 

facts and if you would accept GOD as your CREATOR, you would have a paradise 

here on Earth, not only in regards to yourselves but also in regards to flora and fauna. 

But it will take a lot of work on our part and on yours until this can be accomplished. 

- We thank you for these questions, because we believe that they were important for 

your soul.  
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GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! 

 

LUKAS. 

 
 

 
The second part of this inspirational meeting began under the guidance of the MESSENGER of LIGHT EUPHENIUS. 
 

 

 

EUPHENIUS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! This is EUPHENIUS speaking.  

 

  Are there any more questions in regards to these life-threatening VIBRATIONS that 

have reached you? 

 

Participant : LUKAS wrote that at the end of the old year, you indicated that there would be some 

terrible events in the New Year. You must have known something otherwise this 

statement would not have been possible. 

 

LUKAS : Remember, we can only tell you as much as the SPIRITUAL SIDE allows us to tell 

you. We can certainly presage and sense that something is afoot on Earth in the near 

future, within a time frame. But we are not obliged to give you all the details of what 

we know, because this would only stir up fears and worries. You would no longer be 

free to deal with your everyday tasks and dealing with this negativity would prevent 

you from turning towards the DIVINE. We certainly have the opportunity, because 

we possess the overall picture in regards to the planet’s mental development and this 

allows us to filter out information about what might eventuate during the next months 

and also years. Our side will naturally always endeavour to prevent these events, 

respectively guide them in a different direction. But our hands are also tied, especially 

when we are unable to reach these souls in order to awaken their inner impulses in 

such a way that they can direct their free will in a different direction. 

 

 We are not authorised to disregard the divine LAWS and to interfere in such a 

way that you will only experience positive and luminous events here on Earth, 

because this would not fulfil this planet’s assignment. You would not fulfil your 

assignment and not achieve the things you had planned for this incarnation. 

 

It is difficult for you to understand this because as we are endowed with divine 

POWERS, you think that we could prevent such events. But remember: We may not 

change or divert these events, that is the prerogative of the CREATOR. The 

CREATOR alone is authorized and entitled to do this. We are COMPANIONS and 

OBSERVERS and we would like to impart knowledge about the divine LAWS and 

the circumstances in regards to reincarnation, with its associated redemption 

properties, to you. 

 

If there are no more questions, we would like to carry out a healing meditation 

together with you in order to give, to direct and to compensate LIGHT in the right 
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direction so that the negative recognises that the luminous WORLD is still present 

and very active into the bargain. 

 

Participant : One more question: There exists a transmission from a medium from the year 1999. It 

states that New York would be ablaze and bewail the death of thousands of people. 

This was ridiculed at the time, because it didn’t eventuate, but this terrible event was 

only one year late. 

 

EUPHENIUS : This prognosis and what the medium received has crystallised to be the truth now. 

These were indicators and messages from the spiritual realm and this from souls that 

accompany and look after this woman. They tried to announce these messages 

through this medium. But as you can see, time and place do not stand in correlation to 

one another and this makes it difficult to give specific details in regards to time. Time 

for us is an illusion and therefore intangible. As it has turned out, this medium 

certainly possessed the right knowledge about the insight that one can see into the 

future -, not just for you, but also for those people that do not believe in things like 

that. It might just happen that these facts will open further doors that lead into the 

LIGHT.  

 

Participant : This disaster must have been already on the cards in 1999. 

 

EUPHENIUS : But bear in mind here also: These dark FORCES didn’t appear overnight. We are 

dealing with a creeping force, stirred up and in motion. the core was recognisable, 

but not the extent and the completion of it. It is like a seed that opens up and begins to 

grow and one tries to make the plant grow with LIGHT and with LOVE. The powers 

of the dark FORCES have different impulses and other ideas. They only destroy. This 

destruction attacks the positive and pushes it back to the periphery. It was a long 

process that lead to this final result. 

 

Question : Were there any opportunities to avert this? 

 

EUPHENIUS : In spite of this knowledge, you wouldn’t have had an opportunity to end or arrest 

these events already set in motion, here on Earth. Because this would ask of all of you 

to work within your faith and to openly confront the dark FORCES. What is presently 

taking place is that all SOURCES of LIGHT are brought together in a specific RAY 

and they are send into this dark REALM. ARCHANGELS have been passing on 

these ENERGIES for quite some time. You were not aware that this was happening. 

You have now a chance to consciously stand up to this and consciously behave 

differently from what the dark FORCES expect from you. 

 

Question : There are people who have organised LIGHT CIRCLES with other people in order to 

send LIGHT into the world. 

 

EUPHENIUS : You can see that thoughts are ENERGIES of VIBRATIONS and that they do exist is 

being verified here once again. One does not have to be physically in the presence of 

others in order to be able to send these VIBRATIONS of LIGHT. Important is the 
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thought and the good intention of sending LIGHT to others in their times of stress and 

despair. There was a good reason why the whole area in America was covered in ash. 

It was a visible sign of the dark FORCES.  

 

Participant : We thank you for your explanations. 

 

EUPHENIUS : We would like to conduct a LIGHT MEDITATION with you here, one that will be 

amplified and supported by our spirit side. Dear lady friend, we would like to ask you 

to once again allow a mental PILLAR of LIGHT to rise within your circle, so that 

every one of you can send their individual ENERGIES of LIGHT into this EDDY of 

LIGHT and so this can be passed on by us and by the ANGELS who support us here. 

 

  We would like to bid you goodbye already so that this meditation can be concluded in 

peace and harmony and so that every one of you receives the opportunity to then give 

their own thoughts to this CIRCLE of LIGHT, to support it and to strengthen it. We 

thank you for your support and we wish you a luminous and instructive week. With 

this in mind and with GOD’S LOVE, 

 

  EUPHENIUS. 

 
 

 
Giving of thanks and good-byes. A short closing meditation followed to close the chakras. 
 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE for the following day: 

 

GOD operates through you and the BROTHERS of LIGHT also need human warmth to work with in 

order to realise a brotherhood here on Earth.    

 

 

 


